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What will you gain from this session?
• Review past work and issues experienced in S-o-T
• Current best practice in Healthy Urban Planning
• Embedding health into policy and beyond
• Take home message to apply in practice:
Three pillars of planning
“Man shapes himself though decisions that shape his environment”

~ Rene Dubos

Health and Psychology Principles in Action
www.happia.me

A little about me
• HCPC registered Health Psychologist
• Aug 2008 - Senior Researcher at Staffordshire University
Physical activity interventions
Public health research
• January 2012 - Research into environment
and Health Impact Assessment
• Dec 2014 – Seconded to S-o-T City Council
as a Healthy Urban Planning Officer

Barton and Grant (2006) based on a public health concept by Whitehead and Dahlgren, The Lancet (1991)

Previous work in S-o-T

• Designated as a Healthy City (1998)

• Task and Finish Group – Hot Food Takeaways (2009)
• Health Proofing Masterplan (2010)
• Healthy Urban Planning SPD (2012)

o HIA for large-scale planning applications (200+ houses, 10k m2)
o Joint working between public health and planning
o SPD feeds into our core strategy policy to “contribute positively to
healthy lifestyles”

• Draft Hot Food Takeaway SPD (2013)

In 2014…

Efforts had been made…
• Legacy of Cycle Stoke - improved cycle ways and greenways

• Stoke-on-Trent was about to become a City of Sport

…but Health was still not engrained in planning decisions
• No dedicated resource for Healthy Urban Planning
• Public Health and Planning were not communicating effectively
• HUP SPD was simply not being followed (No HIAs)

Where to start?
We need psychology in planning

(Hugh Ellis, TCPA - Planning out Poverty, 2014)

o Understand how individuals interact with their environment
o Shaping decision - Individual behaviour, choices & how to change

The Stoke Approach

o Health Psychologist based in Planning (F/T)

Listened, learned and explored
o
o
o
o
o
o

Read best practice & research
Guidance on Healthy Urban Planning (TCPA, SPAHG, etc.)
Networking - established what had(n’t) worked elsewhere
Listened to planners (Interviews, n = 9)
Systematic review into A5 appeal decisions – which policy is most robust?
Applying lessons and adapting role when required
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• Lack of resources /skills to consider health

Preliminary topics

“We’ve scanned it [HUP SPD] once, probably, we just state that we’ve
considered it but we only read it once, probably…it’s a tick box
exercise” (P5)

• Integrate at the beginning (and throughout)
“Health just tends to be a bolt on at the end” (p1)
“its about getting in at the beginning, its too expensive to make
changes once its designed or even built” (p7)

• Work with developers / provide officers with ‘soft skills’ during negotiation
“We don’t have negotiation skills, we ask if they could consider health
but we put across that they ([developer] don’t have to…we need to learn
soft skills” (p7)
“put a health expert in early on, to say “do you know you can
make this more healthy by tweaking it this way” (p6)

Embedding health in policy alone is not sufficient…
“I can write policies until I’m blue in the face … but somewhere
along the line we needed to bring a health perspective into the
development management process if we are going to make real
changes to the physical environment that lead to
improvements in people’s health and wellbeing.”
Stephen Hewitt

Specialist Professional Planner,
Bristol City Council

Healthy Urban Planning Officer role
• Engrain health from the very beginning (before pre-application)
• Provide evidence for the inclusion of health in planning
• Incorporate a health perspective into our Local Plan and other policy
• Act as a planning ‘specialist’ & consultant throughout the DM process
• Work across the board and act as a point of contact (overcome silo working)
• Conduct research to explore barriers and how to overcome them
• Document and report best practice (Developer Tool kit)

Hot Food Takeaways
What is the most robust policy (both SPD and Local Plan)?
• Review of national planning appeals March 2012 -June 2015 conducted
• This review is now being updated (June 2015 to August 2016)
How many Hot Food Takeaways do we have?
• Compile a planning database of all HFTs
• Compare with licensing database
Do we have evidence of HFT proliferation?
• Mapping out Hot Food Takeaways
• Identifying trend data for A5 applications
How many Hot Food Takeaways are active?
• Compare new HFT database with LLPG and rates

Healthy Urban Planning Indicator

o Liaised with planners to

identify and agree
health urban planning indicators which can
be influenced by planning

o 31 HUP indicators

identified (at Ward level)

o Useful

for informing issues for Local Plan

o Useful

for developers to consider

Developer Toolkit

Health considerations tie in with obligations set out in NPPF
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivering sustainable development (Para. 18 to 219)
Supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities (Para. 7)
Engage and consult with local communities (Para. 66)
Green space (para. 73, 76-78), sports and recreation(para. 73)
Active travel (Para. 35, 69.3, 70)
Community cohesion (Para. 69.2)

Slight adjustments in the early designs prevent costly amendments
Health considerations strengthen application
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate sustainable development
Address issues before they are identified
Health ‘premium’ and marketing
Increases value of development
Reduces risk of unforeseen objections

Examples within S-o-T
• Most concept designs have:
o
o
o
o

• Before HUP role
o
o
o
o
o
o

Benches not age friendly
Little consultation
Access for All not followed
Trees = maintenance cost
Cycle racks minimal
Health an add-on

Trees & greenery
Cyclists
Cycle racks
Gradually cut back

Recent concept designs in S-o-T City Centre
o
o
o
o
o
o

Tying together projects (e.g. wayfinding) and overcome silo working
Consultation takes place before designs
Access for All (e.g. raised and contrasted curbs)
Age friendly benches
Trees have a designated purpose (e.g. shade, reduce flood risk)
Permeability emphasized

Three pillars of Planning

Communicate the healthy urban planning agenda across all levels,
at every opportunity

Elected
members

Leadership

Strategic managers

Officers

Developers

• Decision makers
• Funding capacity
• Can influence HUP strategy
• Need to be guided on HUP

• Policy & Procedures - central
o Local Plan
o SPDs
o Validation checklist!
• Developers know what to expect
• Members are informed
• Provides officers with teeth
• Prevents health being an add-on

• Policy and Procedures can
stand alone for a short time
• In time, becomes outdated
and can crumble under
pressure
• Without capacity, policy
won’t be followed and won’t
be updated or reviewed

Three pillars of Planning

Three pillars of Planning

Thank you
for listening
Take home message
Capacity
Political Will
Engrain health into policy
Communicate HUP agenda on all levels
Dr Daniel Masterson Cpsychol
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